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Syriac Galen Palimpsest (see http://digitalgalen.net/ ) – with thanks to Alejandro 
Giacometti, and Adam Gibson 
New digital acquisition & analysis techniques 
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– Prof Alan Bowman, Prof Mike Brady, Dr Ségolène Tarte, Dr Henriette Roued-Cunliffe
• Cultural Heritage Destruction Project
– Alejandro Giacometti, Dr Adam Gibson, Lindsay MacDonald, Alberto Campagnolo, Simon 
Mahony
• Great Parchment Book Project
– Dr Tim Weyrich, Kazim Pal, Alberto Campagnolo, Philippa Smith, Caroline De Stefani, Rachael 
Smither, Patricia Stewart, Nicola Avery. 
• Science Museum Shipping Gallery
– Anne Prugnon, John Hindmarch, Matthew Shaw, William Trossell, Anita Soni, Prof Stuart 
Robson 
• UCL Multimodal Digitization Suite
– UCL Library Services, UCL Faculty of Arts and Humanities, UCL Faculty of Engineering (lots of 
people!)  
• Qrator Project
• Claire Ross, Steven Gray, Prof Claire Warwick, Dr Andrew Hudson-Smith, Jack Ashby, Sally 








• Institutional issues 
• Administrative silos
– payments
• Nomenclature and common language
• Passwords!
Theoretical and Philosophical






– Publishing in different disciplines
• Skillset 
• Retaining Trained Staff
• What is a “success”? 
• Affect on Career Progression? 
Personal
• Alt-ac vs academic, technical vs humanities
• Perceived slights and gripes
• Skill sets
When Things Go Wrong
When Things Go Right
Project Charter
• Ruecker, S., Radzikowska, M. and Sinclair, S. (2008). Hackfests, 
Designfests, and Writingfests: The role of intense periods of face-to-
face collaboration in international research teams. Paper presented at 
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